Abstract—Image registration has many potential applications in clinical diagnosis like diagnosis of cardiac, retinal, pelvic, renal, abdomen, liver, and tissue diseases. It is a process of aligning images in order to monitor subtle changes. There are lots of image registration techniques evolved for soothing the image registration process. This paper proposes a B-spline non rigid image registration method using L-BFGS Optimizer.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The major problem arises when the images taken from different viewpoints, by different sensors or at different times need to be compared. These images need to be aligned properly to identify differences. Similar problem occurs when we search for a small sub portion of image in another image. To find a good match, the proper alignment of the image with the sub portion must be found.

Image registration [1], [2], [3], [4] see is a process of aligning two images into a common coordinate system thus aligning them in order to monitor subtle changes between the two. Registration finds a transformation to set correspondence between the two images. Image processing methods are able to visualize part of the body, which are of special interest (this is, useful in medical treatments). In clinical diagnosis, information from different images is to be acquired for the correct diagnosis. For this, images need to be aligned properly for better observation. The process of mapping points from one image to respective points in another image is called Image Registration. In general, its applications can be divided into three main groups according to the manner of the image acquisition:

1. Different viewpoints (multi view analysis):
   Images of the same scene are captured from different viewpoints. All the images acquired from different views are combined to form a 3D representation of the captured scene.
   Applications: Computer vision shape recovery, mosaicing of images and Remote sensing.

2. Different times (multi temporal analysis):
   Images of the same scene are captured at different times. This capturing is done on regular basis so that the changes in the scenes are identified.
   Applications: Land-scape planning, Remote sensing monitoring of global land usage.

3. Different sensors (multimodal analysis):

Images of the same scene are captured by different sensors. As we are capturing information of the scene from different sensors we get more detailed and complex scene representation. Remote sensing is an important application of this category.

The general registration methods consist of the following four steps:

1. Feature Detection: Every image has distinct objects which can be used for comparisons like contours, corners, line intersections etc. Some of these distinct features of each image are detected.

2. Feature Matching: The correspondence between the features of the static image and moving image are established. In order to get this, we use different similarity measures.

3. Transform Model Estimation: The parameter of the function which transforms the moving image to the static image is estimated. This is mainly done by using feature comparison.

4. Image Resampling and Transformation: The moving image is transformed by mapping function obtained from Transform Model Estimation. Appropriate interpolation technique is used, if needed.

Most of the medical image applications are related with the Non-rigid image registration. Non-rigid image registration undergoes some series of space transformations to match the points of moving image with the corresponding points of static image. General medical image registration can be divided into three parts.

(1) First, to determine the space transformation of the source image and the target image;
(2) the second, for measuring the similarity degree of source image and target image, and
(3) the third to take some measures to make the similarity measure reaches the optimal value (parameter optimization) better and faster.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces mutual information, one of the similarity criteria. Section 3 is about different transformations that we are going to use in this paper. Section 4 gives a brief introduction about the Line search optimization, emphasizing more on LM-BFGS. The proposed method is
described in Section 5. Section 6 presents the results, and finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

II. MUTUAL INFORMATION

A Mutual Information (MI) [5] is a basic concept from information theory, measuring the statistical dependence between two random variables or the amount of information that one variable contains about the other. Mutual information is huge when corresponding voxel pairs of the two images are geometrically aligned. Unlike the other similarity methods, MI does not consider the nature of relation between the intensities of the images to be registered and modalities [6] involved in capturing the images. So it is very powerful, widely used for multimodal image registration technique.

\[ I(A, B) = H(A) + H(B) - H(A, B) \]

Independent of the nature of relation between the intensities of the images to be registered and modalities involved in capturing the images. So it is very powerful, widely used for multimodal image registration technique.

The control points \( \Phi_{i,j,k} \) act as parameters of the B-spline. There are many spline based methods like thin-plate splines and elastic-body splines. These methods are globally controlled, change in control point \( \Phi_{i,j,k} \) at one position in turn effects the position of the most control points. When comes to B-spline, they are locally controlled. Change in control point effects the transformation only in the local region of the control point. B-spline is computationally efficient even for a large number of control points.

The control points \( \Phi \) act as parameters of the B-spline Free Form Deformation. Degree of non-rigid deformation can be tuned by changing the resolution of the mesh of control points \( \Phi \). With increasing spacing of control points, transformation tends to modeling of global non-rigid deformation. Small spacing of control points allows modeling of local non-rigid deformation. Factors like degrees of freedom, computational complexity depends on the resolution of the control point mesh. For spline-based FFD transformation to be smooth, penalty term is always added to the cost function. The penalty term is described by wahba[10].

IV. LINE SEARCH OPTIMIZATION

The line search approach first finds the direction of the objective function \( f \) along which the function is reduced. After that, it computes the step size to determine how far it should move along the given direction. There are numerous methods for computing the descent direction like Quasi-Newton method, Gradient descent and Newton’s method.

Quasi-Newton methods are used to find maxima and minima of objective functions. As this method is based on Newton methods, we find the stationary point of the
function. Generally Newton’s method uses a matrix of second derivatives and the gradient of the function f.

Limited-memory BFGS [11] (L-BFGS or LM-BFGS) is an optimization algorithm in the family of Quasi-Newton methods that approximates the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm using a limited amount of computer memory. Conventional BFGS stores ‘n’ approximation of inverse hessian, where n denotes the number of variables in the problem. L-BFGS stores only few vectors, from which we can approximate the current values. As we are storing only few vectors, it results in linear memory requirement. So, the L-BFGS method is particularly suited for problems with large number of variables.

**Basic optimization algorithm**

*Input:* Initial $x_0$, $f$ (function), $k=0$,
*Stopping criterion:* $\frac{df}{dx} = 0$
*Output:* $x_k$ (is the value at which the function is a minimum)

**Algorithm:**
1. Compute a search direction $p_k$.
2. Compute the step length $\alpha_k$, such that $f(x_k + \alpha_k p_k) < f(x_k)$.
3. Update $x_k = x_k + \alpha_k p_k$
4. Check for convergence (stopping criteria)

The above mentioned algorithm is the more generalized optimization algorithm. The BFGS algorithm is an iterative method for solving unconstrained nonlinear optimization problems. It approximates Newton’s method, a class of hill-climbing optimization technique that seeks a stationary point of a function. A necessary condition for optimality is that the gradient must be zero.

**Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS)**

*Input:* Initial value - $x_0$, $\delta$ - error, $C_0$ - initial Hessian.
*Stopping criterion:* norm of gradient greater than zero.
*Output:* $x_j$ (the value at which function is a minimum)

**Algorithm:**
1. $j \leftarrow 0$
2. while (true) do
   a. $d_j \leftarrow -c_j \Delta f(x_j)$
   b. $c_j \leftarrow \text{LineSearch}(x_j, f)$
   c. $x_{j+1} \leftarrow x_j + c_j d_j$
   d. Compute $c_{j+1}$
   e. $j \leftarrow j+1$
   f. if $||\Delta f(x_j)|| \leq \delta$ Then stop
   g. end if
3. end while

BFGS is the most popular and effective Quasi-Newton update formula. Whole credit of the BFGS algorithm depends on the updating formula for $C_j$. $C_j$ approximates the inverse $f$ (the true Hessian at the current iteration). It has a self-correcting property (At some iterations, the matrix contains bad curvature information, it often takes only a few updates to correct these inaccuracies, provided a correct line search is used), which is very important for any optimization algorithm. BFGS requires only matrix-vector multiplications which brings the computational cost at each iteration from $O(n^3)$ for Newton’s method down to $O(n^2)$. However, if the number of variables is very large, even $O(n^3)$ per iteration is too expensive - both in terms of CPU time and sometimes also in terms of memory usage (a large matrix must be kept in memory at all times).

Limited-Memory BFGS [12] is computationally less intensive, when n is large. Generally entire Hessian $c_i$ matrix is updated and stored, but LBFGS method never do that instead it store the information from the past ‘m’ iterations and uses that to compute the inverse Hessian (particularly for finding the next search direction). The updating in LBFGS is done using just $4mn$ multiplications, which brings the time complexity to $O(mn)$ per iteration. If ‘m’ is much less than ‘n’, time complexity goes down to $O(n)$. In some cases the LBFGS method uses as many or even fewer function evaluations to find the minimizer. Even using same number of function evaluations, LBFGS runs significantly faster than full BFGS if n is large.

**Direction finding in LBFGS**

$q$ - The present gradient
$y$ - The gradient vector, which contains all the previous gradient values.
$v$ - The list of x values calculated in the process of getting optimum.

$r = \text{Transpose of } y \times \text{Transpose of } v$
$s = \text{Transpose of } v.$

*Input:* $q$ (gradient), $p = \frac{1}{(\text{Transpose of } y) \times v}$, $s = \text{Transpose of } v$, $y, r$.
*Output:* Direction d ($d \leftarrow -r$)

**Algorithm:**
1. for $i=(j-1):-(j-m)$ do
   a. $\alpha_i \leftarrow p_i (s_i)^2 q$
   b. $q \leftarrow q - \alpha_i y(i)$
2. end for
3. for $i=(j-m):1:(j-1)$ do
   a. $\beta \leftarrow p_i (y(i)^2)r$
   b. $r \leftarrow r + (s_i)(\alpha_i - \beta)$
4. end for

**V. PROPOSED METHOD**

B-spline is more flexible transformation having high degrees of freedom. L-BFGS is an optimization algorithm which calculates it’s parameters from the previous instances with linear memory storage.

By combining these two, we can get an efficient registration technique.
Algorithm:

**Input:** Target image (I1) and Reference image (I2)

**Output:** Registered image (I3)

1. Take the initial transformation matrix \( \theta_0 \).
2. Compute \( \theta_1 \) by using Global transformation.
   i.e \( \theta_1 = \text{GlobalTransformation}(\theta_0) \)
3. Initialize the control points \( \emptyset \).
4. for \( i = \emptyset^0 \) to \( \emptyset^n \)
   a. Compute \( \theta_2 \) by using local transformation.
      i.e \( \theta_2 = \text{LM-BFGS}(f, \theta_1, \text{opt}) \)
   b. Increase the control point resolution by calculating the new control points
5. Apply B-spline transformation on the target image using \( \theta_2 \) to obtain I3.

We can use any one of the global transformations like rigid, affine. Opt is a structure that contains information like error (\( \delta \)), termination tolerance of transformation matrix. Values of ‘l’ and ‘n’ should be powers of 2. We fix the value of n. Function f contains the parameters like size of control points, I1 and I2.

VI. RESULTS

Figure 1 & Figure 2 are Moving and Static image respectively. Figure 3 is the final registered image.

Table 1 shows the comparative results of the proposed method with affine transformation. The results clearly indicate the accuracy of the proposed approach over the affine method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Image difference</th>
<th>RMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Affine</td>
<td>20.08</td>
<td>9.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-spline with L-BFGS</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>2.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a registration approach using B-spline transformation on the image so that any deformations present in the image can be rectified. In order to perform the registration process efficiently using B-spline, an optimization process is employed for achieving high accuracy and efficiency of registration. L-BFGS optimization technique is utilized here. The results obtained demonstrate that the proposed method is accurate and efficient.
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